25/54 of Senate Seats Remain
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Discrimination Against women
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Discrimination Against Women During Reporting Period

Political Actors involved

State Authority

Religious Leaders

Clan Leaders
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Data Source: FEIT and ESR Coordinators
Causes of Insecurity
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Causes of Insecurity During Reporting Period

- Attacks by Extremists
- Attacks by Militia Groups
- Competition Over Resources
- Desire To Expand Land Territories by Individual/Clan
- Division Between Communities

Graphic and Analysis: CSOs Election Situation Room
Data Source: FEVI and ESP Coordinators
The Main Perpetrators of Conflict
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The Main Perpetrators During Reporting Period

- Clan Leaders
- State Authorities
- Youth
- Militia Groups

Graphic and Analysis: CSOs Election Situation Room
Data Source: FEST and ESP Coordinators
Main Victims Effectected by The Conflict

Main Victims Effectected by The Conflict During Reporting Period

Male

Female

Male Candidates

Women Candidates

Graphic and Analysts: CSOs Election Situation Room
Data Source: FEI and ESRI Coordinators
Stakeholders Consultation
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Stakeholders Consultations During Reporting Period

- CSOs
- Clan Leaders
- Regional Electoral Committees
- Media

Graphic and Analysis: CSOs Election Situation Room
Data Source: FEIT and ESR Coordinators
Complaint Raised During Reporting Period
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Complaint Raised During Reporting Period

- Traditional Elders
- Candidates
- Women Groups

Graphic and Analysis: CSOs Election Situation Room
Data Source: FEIT and ESR Coordinators
What Was The Complaint About

Types Of Complaint Raised During Reporting Period

- Upper House Seats were Locked Special Candidates
- Women Quota
- Blocking Access To Campaign
- Traditional Elders Were Not Neutral